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psychic value, becoming an object of expectation. The mind
then busies itself with the earth; and is in turn determined
by her, whereby the possibility, and even probability, is given
that man will give her his attention, which is the psychological
pre-requisite of the cultivation of the earth, Primitive
cultivation actually results, although not exclusively, through
the forming of sexual analogies. The ' bridal couch in the
field * is a transference ceremony of this sort. On a spring
night the peasant takes his wife out into the field and has
intercourse with her there, in order to fertilize the field,
In this way a close connexion and analogy is brought about,
which acts like a canal that leads water from a natural river into
a power-station. The instinctive energy is closely associated
with the field, so that the cultivation of the latter receives
the value of the sexual act. This association assures a
permanent flow of interest to the field, which accordingly
exerts an attraction upon the worker. He is thus led to
occupy himself with the field in a way that is obviously
favourable to fertility,
As Meringer has very aptly shown, the association of
libido (in the sexual sense as well) and the tilling of the earth
is expressed in usages of speech.1 The putting of libido into
the earth obviously takes place not through sexual analogies
alone, but also through direct magical touch, as when the
' Walens * is used on the field.* To the primitive this trans*
ference of libido becomes so concrete a thing that he even
inclines to regard his fatigue from work as a state of being
1 sucked dry' by the daemon of the field.8 All great under-
takings and efforts such as cultivation of the soil, hunting,
war, etc*, are entered upon by the primitive with ceremonies
of magical analogy, or with preparatory charms, which quite
manifestly have the psychological aim of leading over the
1 Meringer, Wfater und Sachen. Indogwrn, Fmch*, 16, pp* 179-84,
and The Psychology of tk$ Uncvn$ciou$t p, 514.
 *	Compare Hatmhardt, WM und Fddculto, i, pp, 480 ff,
 *	Ibid., i p. 483.

